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Blanchard, Eric <chief@aptx.gov>

Enforcing Governor's Mask Order
2 messages

Wood, David <dwood@aptx.gov> Tue, Jul 7, 2020 at 11:03 AM
To: Eric Blanchard <chief@aptx.gov>

The governor's order specifically prohibits law enforcement from detaining, arresting or confinement of a person violating
the order.  With this in mind, we must think and act carefully when we receive complaints.  For example, a person must be
detained to issue a citation.  Along those lines of consideration, a better approach might be to inform complainants that
property owners/managers can ban violators from the property.  This means citizen witness/complainants could be
encouraged to address the matter to business owners/managers. If the complainant is a business owner/manager, we
can discuss what we can do to assist them.  For example, criminal trespass is an offense we can and should assist with,
and enforce, when requested.  Even that can be problematic with misdemeanor restrictions with the jails, but it changes
the situation from an executive order enforcement to a criminal law enforcement.  This also puts some responsibility back
on owners/managers.  They have the authority to decide if someone is allowed on their property.  If they are unwilling to
ban someone for failure to wear a mask, that is their decision.   The bottom line is, if a person is upset that someone isn't
wearing a mask, or a business isn't enforcing the order, they can choose not to patronize that business.  If an owner is
unwilling to insist on patrons wearing masks, we should think carefully before doing anything more than reminding or
informing them of the order unless the situation involved or transforms into a criminal offense.             

Eric Blanchard <chief@aptx.gov> Tue, Jul 7, 2020 at 11:48 AM
To: "Wood, David" <dwood@aptx.gov>

Perfect. Push it out. 

Eric B. 

> On Jul 7, 2020, at 11:04 AM, Wood, David <dwood@aptx.gov> wrote:
> 
>  
> The governor's order specifically prohibits law enforcement from detaining, arresting or confinement of a person
violating the order.  With this in mind, we must think and act carefully when we receive complaints.  For example, a
person must be detained to issue a citation.  Along those lines of consideration, a better approach might be to inform
complainants that property owners/managers can ban violators from the property.  This means citizen
witness/complainants could be encouraged to address the matter to business owners/managers. If the complainant is a
business owner/manager, we can discuss what we can do to assist them.  For example, criminal trespass is an offense
we can and should assist with, and enforce, when requested.  Even that can be problematic with misdemeanor
restrictions with the jails, but it changes the situation from an executive order enforcement to a criminal law enforcement. 
This also puts some responsibility back on owners/managers.  They have the authority to decide if someone is allowed on
their property.  If they are unwilling to ban someone for failure to wear a mask, that is their decision.   The bottom line is, if
a person is upset that someone isn't wearing a mask, or a business isn't enforcing the order, they can choose not to
patronize that business.  If an owner is unwilling to insist on patrons wearing masks, we should think carefully before
doing anything more than reminding or informing them of the order unless the situation involved or transforms into a
criminal offense.             
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